
Chapter 1: 
~Operations management: Management of activities/resources processes that create 
goods/services. 
~Process: Sequence of activities usually done by more than one person which uses resources 
and achieves a desired result. 
~Classification of processes (tasks vary by organization): Core, support and managerial. ~OM 
is used to improve Efficiency: Operating at minimum cost/time &  Effectiveness: Achieving 
intended goals. 

~Basic functions of an organization: 
~Measurements should be taken at various points 
throughout a process and compared with 
standards to see if corrective action is needed. 
~Goal of operations function is to add value 
throughout the process. 
~Value added: Difference between cost of inputs 
and value/price of output. 
~Finance department performs provision of funds and economic analysis of capital 
investments proposals for operations 
~Communication feedback to operations, help with development and production of new 
products, and determining lead times are done by marketing 
 
~Design (usually strategic/long-term (1-5 years)): Product, production process, capacity, facility 
location, layout, buying equipment and work/job. Determines limitations of operations which 
affects time, price and quality. 
~Planning (tactical/medium-term (1-12 months)) and Control (short-term (1-2 weeks)): Quality, 
inventory, production, scheduling and project. 
 
~Ways goods and services differ: 

1. Customer contact, inventory and demand variability: Services have much higher 
degree of contact and occur at point of consumption, but goods allow separation between 
production and consumption. Goods allow more flexibility on work methods, jobs, schedules and 
control, and can build up inventories of finished goods to absorb shocks of variability in demand. 

2. Uniformity of inputs: With services levels of variability can’t be controlled, unlike goods. 
3. Labour content of jobs: Services usually require more labour VS goods which can be  

more mechanized.  
4. Uniformity of outputs: High mechanization gives low variability (usually more  

smooth/efficient) whereas with services output can have more variability and appear slow and 
awkward. 

5. Measurement of productivity: More straightforward with goods as uniformity is high,  
but more difficult with services as there are many variations in requirements. 

6. Quality assurance: With goods, production errors can be fixed before consumption, but  
with services performance and consumption occur at the same time. 



~Services are increasingly growing and account for over 79% of Canadian jobs 
 

 
~Model: Abstraction of reality or simplified representation. 
~Quantitative techniques: Methods that focus on objective measurements and analysis of 
numbers to draw conclusions (deterministic and statistical techniques). Ex: Optimization, 
forecasting, queuing, inventory. 
~Heuristic: Quick way to find a good solution. 
~Trade-off: Balance achieved between two incompatible features (compromise). 
~System: Set of interrelated parts that 
must work together. Outputs and 
objectives as a whole take precedence 
over any one department. 
~Pareto phenomenon (aka 80-20 rule): 
Some things are very important for 
achieving an objective or solving a 
problem, and many things will not (20% of 
factors will impact 80% of results). 
~Ethical Issues: Financial statements, hiring/firing, community, environment, quality and safety, 
temptation to understand costs, withheld info, misleading status reports, falsifying records, 
compromising safety, approving substandard work 
 
~Craft production: Highly skilled workers using simple, flexible tools produced goods according 
to customer specifications. It was common for one person to produce a whole good from start to 
finish. 
~Division of labour: Production process is divided into a series of small tasks and individual 
workers are assigned to each one of these tasks. 
~Interchangeable parts: Standardize parts and make them so precisely that any part in a 
patch could fit any product 
~Business analytics: Software used to build analysis models and simulations to create 
scenarios, understand realities and predict future states (data mining, predictive/applied 
analytics and forecasting. 



~Lean production: Highly skilled workforce and flexible equipment, incorporate advantages of 
mass and craft production. If a defect is discovered production must stop and work with others 
to correct it. Emphasis is placed on anticipating problems before they arise. 

 
~Trends affecting operations: Internet/ecommerce, globalization, technology, supply chains 
and sustainability. 
 

Chapter 2:  
~Competitiveness: Ability/performance of an organization in the market compared to the 
organization that offers similar products 
~Strategy: Long-term plans that determine the direction an organization takes to become or 
remain competitive 
~Strategic planning: Managerial process that determines a strategy and implements it through 
allocation of resources and action plans 
~Productivity: Measure of productive use of resources 
 
~Key purchasing criteria: 

1. Price 2. Quality (including customer service and innovation)  3. Variety  4.Timeliness 
~For online shopping customers value: Low prices, free shipping, flexible return policy, easy 
website, pickup/return at store and “live” customer service. 
~ Value = Quality, timeliness.../Price 
~Order qualifiers: Purchasing criteria customers perceive as minimum standards of 
acceptability 
~Order winners: Purchasing criteria that 
make the selling organization to be 
perceived as better 
~Competitive priorities:  

1. Cost: Unit production cost of a 
product. Those that compete 
based on cost emphasize 
lowering operating costs 

2. Quality: Determining customers’ 
quality requirements and consistently producing products to these specifications, 
includes customer satisfaction and innovation. 



3. Flexibility: Ability to produce a variety of products including customization, and being 
able to increase/decrease production quantity. Usually achieved by general-purpose 
equipment, excess capacity/inventory and multi-skilled workers. 

4. Delivery reliability and speed: Consistently and promptly meet promised due dates 
~Organizations can reach a point where they can only improve on one priority by reducing 
another. Quality is usually top priority. 
 
~Strategic planning usually involves top management soliciting performance of current 
strategy from stakeholders and commissioning a market research study of the industry and 
where it is headed in the next five years or so. Then management may form/adjust 
mission/vision, determine goals/objectives and evaluate strategies. Chosen strategy is 
implemented. 

~Balance scorecard: 
~Detailed strategic planning process on page 34 
~Mission: Where the company is going now, products/markets 
~Vision: Where they desire to be in the future 
~Values: Shared beliefs of stakeholders that should drive 
everything such as culture/mission/value/strategy 
~Objective: Specific goal containing numbers 
~Organizational strategies: Branding, growth, niche market, 
first-to-market, technology, innovation, ecommerce, low cost… 
~Tactic: Medium-term plan used as component to a strategy 

~Operations strategy: Set of 
policies/objectives/action plans directly affecting operations 
function to secure long-term sustainable advantage.  
~Strategic decision categories: 

1. Facility: Number and location of facilities, and how to 
specialize facilities. Product-focused (each plant in P&G 
producing something different) VS Process-focused: each 
plant makes a different part of a car) 

2. Capacity: Whether/how to change capacity in 
anticipation of future demand, inventory can be held for medium and short term capacity 

imbalances 
3. Vertical integration: Ownership of a major part of whole supply chain & Outsourcing:  

Letting a supplier perform some of production/service function by buying goods/services instead 
of producing in-house 

4. Supplier relationship/partnership: Two extremes of supplier relationship are  
transactional arm’s length and cooperative close relationships. This determines how quality of 
purchased goods will be assured (work with a supplier ot supervise production processes or 
inspect incoming parts) 

5. Product mix and new products: Challenge increases as variety of products and rate of  
new product increases, requires flexible production system 

6. Production process type/technology: Four types are job shop, batch flow, assembly  



line and continuous flow. Product-process matrix can be used to relate product characteristics to 
production characteristics and shows important trade-offs 

7. Human resources: Training, motivating, promoting, rewarding, incentives… 
8. Quality: Determined during design/production stages, can use statistical process control  

and continuous improvement/six sigma. 
9. Operations infrastructure/systems: Planning and control, using software program,  

policies, strategies... 
~Formulation of an operations strategy:  

1. Link goals to operations strategy and determine requirements 
2. Categorize customers into types (ex: major and others) and which competitive priority  

should be emphasized 
3. Group product lines into types 
4. Conduct operations audit to determine strengths/weaknesses of current strategy in nine  

categories, and assess relative standing of products against competitors’ 
5. For multi-purpose corporations, assess degree of focus at each plant, use  

product-process matrix to detect degree of congruency between product line and production 
process 

6. Develop  operations strategy and reallocate product lines of plants if needed, state 
objectives/policies/action plans for each strategic decision categories and deploy them 
~Generic strategies: Frequently used irrespective of market conditions/competitive situation, 
ex:  low labour-cost, scale-based, focused or flexible factories, continuous improvement, BPR 
~Business process re-engineering (BPR): Radical process redesign involving process 
reorientation, breaking up functional silos and integrations operations into customer-focused 
processes. 
~Quality-based strategy: Improving quality of products, may reflect overcoming image of poor 
quality, desire to catch up to competition or maintain image of high quality 
~Time-based strategy: Reduce time required to accomplish activities for competitive 
advantage over those that take longer, costs are less, productivity & quality are higher (except 
just-in-time) 
 
~Productivity = Output/input 
~Rate of productivity growth = Current period productivity - Previous period productivity 

Previous period productivity 
~Productivity can be measured from a single input (partial), more than one input (multi-factor) 
or all inputs (total) 

 
~Inputs of a multi-factor productivity measure should have a common unit of measurement 
~Total productivity = Revenue/Total cost Profit = Revenue - Total Cost 
 

Chapter 17: 
~Project: Multi-person, large, one-time work to accomplish an objective in a limited time frame 



~Program: Set of projects 
~Project-performance goals: Completed within time/schedule, cost/budget and quality/scope 
guidelines. Projects must be authorized, planned, objectives/scope established, project 
manager appointed and activities/tasks and durations must be identified. 
~Project management triangle: When a performance goal becomes 
unacceptable, one or both other goals should be adjusted to be put back on 

track. 
~Project phases: Initiating, 
planning and scheduling, 
execution and monitoring and controlling, and closing. 
~Project scope: Document with work that needs to 
be accomplished for objective 
~Project portfolio selection: Decide which projects 
to implement including factors and how it will 

contribute to company’s strategy 
~Selection steps: 

1. Establish project council (i.e. exec committee) 
2. Identify project categories (i.e. long vs short-term) and criteria (i.e. customer satisfaction) 
3. Collect project data 
4. Assess resources availability 
5. Prioritize projects within categories 
6. Select projects to be funded 
7. Communicate results to stakeholders and provide reasons for non/selection of each 

~Work breakdown structure (WBS): Determines how project is undertaken, breaking down job 
into smaller components, determining resources, estimating costs scheduling activities… 
~Project execution: Purchasing material, using resources and performance of activities while 
project manager manages funds and resources 
~Project control: Observing project’s progress, making changes as needed and trend analyses 
generates forecasts of costs/time, while issuing progress reports and making changes as 
needed and leads to scope creep (problem of uncontrolled changes to scope). Equal parts 
supplier/contracts, costs/risks, quality, project team and communications 
~Project-based organizational structure: I.e. architects, lawyers, construction, consulting… 
~Matrix organization: Temporarily groups specialists from different departments to work on 
projects. Each staff works on a project but is part of a department 
~Project management office (PMO):Group/department that defines/maintains standards 
~Construction projects methods: 

1. Construction management: Owner hires project management company who hires staff 
2. Design-build: Owner hires builder who hires staff 
3. Engineer-procure-construct: Design-build but for large engineering projects 
4. General contracting (design-bid-build): Owner hires architect who hires contractor 

who hires subcontractors 
5. Public-private partnership: Gov or agency hires financier, designer, builder and 

operator 



 ~Project manager: Plans, schedules, executes and controls project. Manages the work, 
human resources, communications, quality, time and costs 
 
~Project planning: Further elaboration of project scope (breaking down into smaller 
components, planning for risk management, estimating required resources/costs, budgeting, 
project scheduling and planning quality, communications and purchases. 
~Quality planning: How project/product quality is assured/controlled 
~Communications planning: Nature of info needed by stakeholder, and how to satisfy these 
needs 
~Purchase planning: What to purchase, specifications, supplier evaluation/selection, awarding 
contracts 
~Risk: Events that have undesirable consequences (delays, increased costs, inability to meet 
specifications, project termination) 
~Risk management planning: Identify the risks, analyze and assess, work to minimize 
occurrence of risk, and evaluate them to determine probability of occurrence and potential 
consequences, and establish contingency plan 
~For risk response the root cause of a risk must be identified to categorize it by source (risk 
breakdown structure) or area of work (using WBS). Responses include: 

1. Redundant backup systems 
2. Less complex process or more stable supplier 
3. Monitoring of critical aspects to catch/eliminate problems 

early on before damage 
4. Transferring risks 
5. Risk-sharing 
6. Extending schedule, creating contingency funds, reducing 

project scope, clarifying requirements, obtaining info and improving communications 
~Work breakdown structure: Hierarchical listing of 
components of a project.  
-Level 2: Major components of project 
-Level 3: Major sub-components 
-Level 4: If needed, breakdown of major sub-components into 
work packages and each package into list of activities to be 

accomplished 
~Work package or activity in the bottom of the WBS 

should be small enough that it could be done by a subcontractor in a few days/weeks. Used 
for planning/developing/cost estimates 

 
~Project scheduling: For determining start/end times of 
activities/work, list activities in WBS, identify logical sequences of 
activities, resources needed, duration of activities, and developing 
schedule using Gantt or PERT/CPM technique. 



~Gantt chart: Visual aid for scheduling/control of activities of a simple project, but does not 
show relationships between activities that can affect performance. 
~Precedence network: Scheduling tool used for complex projects 
~Program evaluation and review technique (PERT) and Critical path method (CPM) can: 

1. Show graphical display of project/activities and sequential relationships 
2. Estimate of how long project will take 
3. Indication of which  activities are most critical to timely completion 
4. Indication of how long any activity can be delayed without delaying project 

~Activity-on arrow (AOA) network  VS Activity-on node (AON) network 
 (arrows designate activities) (nodes designate activities) 

~AON has starting  
node, S, and should  
only have one ending  
node 
~Path: Sequence of 
activities that leads 

from start node to end node 
~Path 
with the largest duration governs project 
completion time, any delays along path cause 
overall project delay, and attempts to shorten project 
time must on activities on the longest path 
~Critical path: Longest path and Critical activities: 
Activities on the path 
~Path slack time: Allowable slippage for any path 
and is difference between length of path and critical 
path, critical path has no slack time. Helps direct 
efforts towards activities that might delay project and has assumption that activities will be 
started ASAP and not exceed expected time 
 
~Deterministic durations: If durations are fairly certain 
~Probabilistic durations: If durations are subject to random variation 
~ES/F = Earliest time activity can start/finish LS/F = Latest time activity can start/finish 
~EF for activity = ES + t (t is expected duration) 
~ES for an activity with one immediate predecessor is equal to the EF of that 
node, and for multiple predecessors is equal to largest EF of those nodes 
~LS for activity = LF - t 
~LF for a node with one immediate predecessor is equal to LS of that node, and 
for multiple predecessors is equal to smallest LS of those nodes. LF of end node equals its EF. 
~PERT/CPM techniques: 

● Forward pass: Start at left and work to right, ES of start is 0 
● Backward pass: Start at right and work to left, use EF as LF for end activity 

~Activity slack time = LS - ES or LF - EF 



~Shared slack: If two activities are on the same path and have the same slack, this is the total 
slack available for both (if first activity uses all slack, none left for next activity) 
 
~Three-point estimation method (probabilistic PERT/CPM approach) has: 

1. Optimistic duration: Length of time 
under best conditions, ot  

2. Pessimistic duration: Length of time 
under worst conditions, pt  

3. Most likely duration: Most probable 
length of time, mt  

~Beta distribution: Family of continuous positive distributions to describe variability of activity’s 
duration. Can be symmetrical or skewed and mean/variance can be taken from three-point 
estimation while being unimodal with high concentration of probability around most likely 
~Expected duration of activity, , and variance, et actσ2  
~ e to tm p)/6t = ( + 4 + t  
~Expected (average) duration of a path is sum of expected durations of activities 
~Standard deviation of activity’s duration: act tp o) /36σ2 = ( − t 2  
~The larger the variance the greater the uncertainty of an activity’s duration 

~Standard deviation of a path: path  σ = √ (V ariances of  activity durations on path)∑
 

 
  

~Path’s expected duration and standard deviation can tell us the probability a project will be 
completed by a specific time/longer than scheduled completion 
~Probability a path will be completed during a time length = 

specif ied length of  time expected path duration)/standard deviation of  path  z = ( −   
~Path mean = Sum of expected times of activities on path 
Z = how many standard deviations the time is beyond expected path duration. Negative means 
its earlier than expected & probability is equal to left area under the curve (z-score table #) 
~To find probability that all paths will finish by a certain time, must find the probability that 
each path will finish by a certain time then multiply them together. Activity durations must be 
independent of each other and each activity must only be on one path 
~Simulations are often used to find probabilities involving repeated sampling of a random 
value selected from the distribution, and these values grouped to make a frequency distribution 
 
~Crashing a project: Reducing the length of time of a project by using additional resources 
(employees, equipment, relaxing specifications) 
~Reasons to crash: Avoid late penalties, take advantage of 
incentives or free resources, beating competition to market, 
reduce facility/equipment/staff costs 
~Time-cost trade-off: Activities that can reduce sum of 
indirect project costs (but it increases direct costs) while total 
cost is minimized at optimum 



~Can only crash activities on critical path (other paths won’t reduce overall time) 
~Crash activities with lowest crash cost per period first (keep crashing all activities in which 
the cost to crash is less than benefits derived). If more than one critical path, crash cheaper of 
common activity shared or sum of least expensive activities on each path 
~Crashing procedure: 

1. Obtain estimates of regular and crash durations, crash cost/period and indirect costs 
2. Determine lengths of all paths 
3. Determine critical activities 
4. Crash critical activities (starting at cheapest) 

~Two or more paths may become critical as original critical becomes shorter, so future 
improvements can require simultaneous crashing on 2+ paths 
 
~Critical chain: Project execution approach usually for multiple projects that use joint 
resources. Does not disclose due date of activities to workers because of 

1. Student’s syndrome: Student delays start of a project until last possible time 
2. Parkinson’s law: Work expands to fill time available for completion 

Instead activities are done ASAP and activities aren’t given safety time, but rather at the end of 
critical path and feeder chains, and activity priority is based on percentage of buffer time used 
divided by percentage of chain work completed (larger ratio gets priority) 
~Scope creep: Problem of uncontrolled changes to project’s scope 
~Earned value analysis: Method of measuring a project’s 
progress at a point, forecasting completion/final cost, and 
analyzing variances in schedule/budget. Progress is measured 
by cost of work performed up to point (earned value (EV)) and 
not cost of work scheduled (planned value (PV)). Actual cost 
(AC) is cost spent and budgeted actual cost (BAC) is until 
point. 
~Scheduled time overrun = PV - EV 
~Cost overrun =  AC - EV 
~Time overrun: PV-EV at point Cost overrun: AC-EV at point 
~Cost estimate at completion (EAC): BAC/(EV/AC) 
 
~Advantages of project management software: Methodology and common project 
management terminology, logical planning structure, enhances communication amongst team, 
flags occurrence of a problem, automatically formats reports, generates multiple levels of 
summary/detailed reports, enables “what-if” scenarios, and generates charts 
~Microsoft project for Gantt chart page 693 
~Deltek (Welcom): Integrated toolset with modules supporting portfolio analysis, risk 
management, planning and scheduling, project collaboration and complete earned value 
management 
 

Chapter 3: Demand Forecasting 


